
Public Board Meeting 27th September - Vienna 
 
In Attendance  
Megan Sanicki 
Tiffany Farriss 
Mike Lamb 
Annie Miller 

Donna Benjamin 
Steve Francia 
Vesa Palmu 
Shyamala Rajaram  

Jeff Walpole 
Jacob Redding 

Dries Buytaert 
Ryan Szrama  
 
Absent 
Sameer Verma 
 
Introduction from Dries: 
Update of bylaw changes from Dries. Whitney hess was hired to work with the community 
and survey the community related to potential governance changes. One proposed change 
was for the DA to have a neutral chairperson. The board has agreed to move forward with 
this change. 
 
Adam Goodman, who has been a long time paid advisor to  the board for the last 8 years will 
be the DA chair on an interim basis. 
 
There are some bylaw changes we’re proposing to accommodate this, together with some 
other general cleanup. These changes include moving from a president position to a chair, 
allowing compensation for this chair position. 
 
Dries to stay on the board in his founders seat, just not as President / Chair  
 
Motion from Tiffany to approve minutes from June 28th Public Board Meeting 
Second from Donna 
 
All in Favour: 
Tiffany Farriss 
Mike Lamb 
Annie Miller 

Donna Benjamin 
Steve Francia 
Vesa Palmu 
Shyamala Rajaram  

Jeff Walpole 



Jacob Redding 
Dries Buytaert 
Ryan Szrama  
 
Nobody opposed 
 
Update & Exec Summary from Megan 
 

- New financial weather report to improve financial transparency  
- Update on membership campaign 
- New industry page - Healthcare 
- Lyndsey Jackson to restart community spotlight 

 
Update from Tim Lehnan from the engineering team.  

- Thanks to the team. 
- Various updates to Drupal.org, including community focussed section on the 

download page. 
- Automated credit for committers.  
- Goal to provide credit for non code contributions.  
- More than 200k tests on Drupal CI 
- Tag1 awarded Infrastructure RFP, onboarding progress has started. 
- TLS 1.0 and 1.1 has been deprecated.  
- Reducing PCI Scope 
- Update on Developer Tools Initiative 

- No current option a clear home run 
- Dialogue on Community Chat solutions 

 
Future of DrupalCon EU 

- BoFs and community summit here in Vienna 
- Key Takeaways: Drupalcon is needed, Drupal Businesses have needs. 
- Various community members supporting Megan determine a path forward 

 
Update from the CWG 

- Wide range of feedback from community survey.  
- Feedback was that the process should be driven by the community. 
- Survey results posted on the Drupal Association blog. 

 
Thanks to Vesa, Tiffany, Jeff as their DA board terms are ending. Thanks to Rachel who is 
leaving the Drupal Association, off to travel the world.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 






